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Hans Jonas (1903-1993) 

1) The principle of the (new) responsibility: «Act so that the effects of your 

action are compatible with the permanence of genuine human life».  

2) There are 2 types of ecology (ecological ethics): (a) a superficial ecology 

– we must save nature because of our own human interests; (b) a deep 

ecology – we should save nature because of its weakness  

3) Technology and science create a new type of responsibility 

 

Jonas’ critical analysis of traditional ethics:  

“1. All dealing with the non-human world, i.e., the whole realm of techne (with 

the exception of medicine), was ethically neutral– in respect both of the object 

and the subject of such action: in respect of the object, because it impinged but 

little on the self-sustaining nature of things and thus raised no question of 

permanent injury to the integrity of its object, the natural order as a whole; and 

in respect of the agent subject it was ethically neutral because techne as an 

activity conceived itself as a determinate tribute to necessity and not as an 

indefinite, self-validating advance to mankind's major goal, claiming in its 

pursuit man's ultimate effort and concern. The real vocation of man lay 

elsewhere. In brief, action on non-human things did not constitute a sphere of 

authentic ethical significance. 

2. Ethical significance belonged to the direct dealing of man with man, including 

the dealing with himself: all traditional ethics is anthropocentric. 

3. For action in this domain, the entity "man" and his basic condition was 

considered constant in essence and not itself an object of reshaping techne. 

4. The good and evil about which action had to care lay close to the act, either in 

the praxis itself or in its immediate reach, and were not a matter for remote 

planning. This proximity of ends pertained to time as well as space. The 

effective range of action was small, the time-span of foresight, goal-setting and 

account ability was short, control of circumstances limited. Proper conduct had 

its immediate criteria and almost immediate consummation. The long run of 

consequences beyond was left to chance, fate or providence. Ethics accordingly 

was of the here and now, of occasions as they arise between men, of the 

recurrent, typical situations of private and public life. The good man was he who 

met these contingencies with virtue and wisdom, cultivating these powers in 

himself, and for the rest resigning himself to the unknown.” 

- dealing with the non-human beings was ethically neutral. 
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- traditional ethics was anthropocentric. 

- human essence was treated as constant 

- human actions where limited in time and space; therefore traditional 

ethics was «neighbour» ethics 

 

“All enjoinders and maxims of traditional ethics, materially different as they 

may be, show this confinement to the immediate setting of the action. "Love thy 

neighbor as thyself"; "Do unto others as you would wish them to do unto you"; 

"Instruct your child in the way of truth"; "Strive for excellence by developing 

and actualizing the best potentialities of your being qua man"; "Subordinate 

your individual good to the common good"; "Never treat your fellow man as a 

means only but always also as an end in himself" – and so on.” 

 “An imperative responding to the new type of human action and addressed to 

the new type of agency that operates it might run thus: "Act so that the effects of 

your action are compatible with the permanence of genuine human life"; or 

expressed negatively: "Act so that the effects of your action are not destructive 

of the future possibility of such life"; or simply: "Do not compromise the 

conditions for an indefinite continuation of humanity on earth"; or most 

generally: "In your present choices, include the future wholeness of Man among 

the objects of your will." It is immediately obvious that no rational contradiction 

is involved in the violation of this kind of imperative. I can will the present good 

with sacrifice of the future good. It is also evident that the new imperative 

addresses itself to public policy rather than private conduct, which is not in the 

causal dimension to which that imperative applies. Kant's categorical imperative 

was addressed to the individual, and its criterion was instantaneous. It enjoined 

each of us to consider what would happen if the maxim of my present action 

were made, or at this moment already were, the principle of a universal 

legislation; the self-consistency or inconsistency of such a hypothetical 

universalization is made the test for my private choice.” 

“If the new nature of our acting then calls for a new ethics of long-range 

responsibility, coextensive with the range of our power, it calls in the name of 

that very responsibility also for a new kind of humility – a humility not like 

former humility, i.e., owing to the littleness, but owing to the excessive 

magnitude of our power, which is the excess of our power to act over our power 

to foresee and our power to evaluate and to judge. In the face of the quasi-

eschatological potentials of our technological processes, ignorance of the 

ultimate implications becomes itself a reason for responsible restraint– as the 

second best to the possession of wisdom itself. 

One other aspect of the required new ethics of responsibility for and to a distant 

future is worth mentioning: the insufficiency of representative government to 
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meet the new demands on its normal principles and by its normal mechanics. 

For according to these, only present interests make themselves heard and felt 

and enforce their consideration. It is to them that public agencies are 

accountable, and this is the way in which concretely the respecting of rights 

comes about (as distinct from their abstract acknowledgment). But the future is 

not represented, it is not a force than can throw its weight into the scales. The 

non-existent has no lobby, and the unborn are powerless. Thus accountability to 

them has no political reality behind it yet in present decision-making, and when 

they can make their complaint, then we, the culprits, will no longer be there.” 

 

A new ethics must take into account: 

- interests of other non-human beings 

- interests of the natural environment 

- interests of the future humanity  

---- 

H. Jonas, Philosophical Essays. From Ancient Creed to Technological 

Man (The University of Chicago Press: Chicago and London 1980 

 

 

 

 


